
Tech Snacks: Brightspace’s New 
Assignment “Experience” 

  
Brightspace’s Assignment tool upgrade has 
been released! At this time, users can choose 
whether to opt in or not. This is a work in 
progress for Brightspace but there are some 
nice features that will make creating new 
Assignments easier and more streamlined. 

What’s new? 
The general layout is very different. For instance, the interface no longer moves from 
tab to tab. Instead, options are all on one page with additional items listed on a sidebar 
with drop down arrows. See the “before” and “after” images below. 

 

Grade items 
One of the most exciting new features is the ease of creating a new grade item from 
within the Assignment folder and associating it automatically with the gradebook. Simply 
enter the point value, click “In Grades,” and you can link 
to an existing grade item or create and link to a new 
grade item. When the Assignment is saved, the grade 
item created in the gradebook will automatically have 
the same name and tie them together. 



Dates 
The functionality of setting start dates, end dates, and due 
dates has changed, and it makes rolling forward easier. 
Previously, users had to click to get to different months; now, 
it’s designed to scroll. You can also select a spot in the year 
column and it will jump to that location.  

 
What’s missing? 

Categories 
The ability to organize the folders into categories is missing. However, 
there is a workaround: after saving the Assignment folder, use the Bulk 
Edit tool to add it to a category. 
 
Save and New 
At this time the Save and New button for creating 
the next Assignment is not available and users will 
have to Save and Close, then select New Folder. 
 
Special Access 
This feature is scheduled to be added with the next update in October but can still be 
accessed by turning off the new experience. 

 
Feedback to Brightspace 

If you’ve used the new version and make the decision to switch back, Brightspace will 
ask for feedback on why. Please leave comments, as they will use this information to 
prioritize the most needed fixes.  
 

No change: grading area 
The grading area of the Assignment tool has not changed and will look the same in the new 
experience. 
 
 


